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THE ACQUISITION OF WH-MOVEMENT IN
GERMAN AND FRENCH
JURGEN WEISSENBORN, THOMAS ROEPER,
& JILL DE VILLIERS
MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE, NIJMEGEN, LINGUISTICS, UMASS
PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY, SMITH COLLEGE

1.1 Introduction
The logic of parametric theory is simple: a
sequence of binary choices, each linked to a trigger,
defines the stages through which a child passes. At
various points, the child's grammar may suddenly
resemble a foreign language. English is, momentarily,
Italian, Chinese, or German in the current view. Each
time, further evidence moves the acquisition mechanism
toward the ultimately right grammar.
This simple model contains many hidden assumptions
about acquisition, many of which, given current
knowledge, can be only partly articulated. Here are
three questions that still await a satisfactory answer:
We want to thank the teachers and the children of the following
schools for their help during the data collection: The Ecoles
Maternelles 'Avon-Centre' and 'Bellevue' in Avon, France and the
Evangelischen Kindergarten Blumentalstrasse, Gatherweg, and
Flirstenwall in Dusseldorf, and Fliednerstrasse in Kaiserwerth,
Germany. We also thank Dany Adone, Jacques Baron, Jean Guichard,
Ilse Forst, Regina Stralka and Maaike Verrips who helped to
collect and to analyze the data, and Josef Bayer and Douglas Saddy
who commented on earlier versions of the paper. Part of this
research was supported by a grant to Jlirgen Weissenborn from the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
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(a) How does the child analyze the data needed before
the parametric options are clear? This is known as the
primary linguistic data problem.
(b) How does the child
prevent ambiguous data from forcing a wrong choice?
This question lies behind the view that parameters must
be independent, and therefore unambiguous triggers must
exist. And (c): If a wrong choice were to occur, how
could a child reverse it? This question lies behind the
view that there is an ordering among parameters 1 which
prevents wrong choices.
These questions cannot be answered, or even fully
formulated, until the data we have provides specific
examples of conflict or confusion. A comprehensive
theory of acquisition needs data from many languages
which converges on specific issues. What follows is a
first step in that process. We extend our
experimentation on cyclic long-distance movement to
German and French. 2 The first stage of this research,
which we report here, consists in a fairly
straightforward translation of the experiments in
English. The next stage will involve a progressive
differentiation of experiments in order to reflect the
special features of each language.
However, in order to interpret them and our larger
experimental program, we provide first an overview of
how the properties of German and French provide special
challenges to the learner. We will illustrate three
problems: 1) where the interaction of modules (Case and
movement) can produce different orders of acquisition,
2) where ambiguous data could cause mistriggering (whmovement and wh-in-situ), and 3) where different
movement parameters interact: V-2 and move-who
The evidence we have assembled from English (see
deVilliers and Roeper, this volume) reveals two major
results, which we can summarize with the following
examples. First, a child faced with a sentence of the
form:
(1)

when did he say_he hurt himself_?

will allow the adjunct "when" to occupy either of the
positions, after "say" or "himself", roughly 50% for
1. See Roeper & de Vi11iers (in press) for discussion of ordering.
2. See comparable work on Spanish (Perez-Leroux) and Dutch
(Weverink) in this volumne.
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each position.
(Context, verb choice, and so forth can
of course affect preferences in individual sentences).
If another wh-word occurs, then the long-distance
reading is almost completely blocked:
(2)

when did he say_ HOW he hurt himself _*_?

The "how" functions as a barrier to LD extraction in
barrier-theory: they do not answer when-hurt, only
when-said. We have found this result in experiments
with children from seven years down to three years,
providing strong confirmation for the claim that
barrier-theory describes a portion of UG.
The second result is this: the medial wh-word may
be answered. That is, instead of answering "when" the
child answers "how". The presence of the initial whword seems to be crucial to this process, since the
sentence would otherwise be a yes/no question (i.e. "Did
he say how he hurt himself?"). How can we account for
this behavior? This kind of "wh-copying" relation is
not grammatical in English, but it is a part of UG
because a restricted form of it can occur in German (see
below).3 In sum, our English data reveals that: 1)
children comprehend barriers; 2) children allow a
copying relation to occur between wh-elements in a
chain.

2.1 German
How does German differ from English? We present
here some superficial differences which may confront a
child in the effort to unscramble the primary categorial
distinctions concerning wh-words:
1)
There are many more wh-words in German because
some of them exhibit case-marking. Thus, in addition to
wie ("how"), wo ("where"), wann ("when"), warum ("why"),
was ("what") we find that the expression for "who", has
four forms marking different cases: wer (nom), wessen
(gen) , wem (dat) , wen (acc). What consequences could
the variety of Case-markers have? Here is a simple
hypothesis: Local rules precede Long distance-rules in
acquisition. Case-assignment is local, while move-alpha
can be long-distance. Therefore we predict:
A)

Case-assignment precedes move-alpha.

3. When the elements are identical in English, a copying relation
occurs on a marginal basis.
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English has no significant differentiation of Case
("whom" is fairly marginal). It now follows that:
B)

1.
2.

German children should have to acquire Caseassignment before movement of wh-words can be
analyzed.
English children will exhibit movement
immediately, since no Case is involved.

Therefore an acquisition prediction follows:
C)

Cyclic LD-movement will be present in the grammars
of English children significantly prior to German
children.

Since our experiments always provided the option for a
single-clause, Short-Distance answer, German children
should prefer this type of answer over the Long-Distance
one.
Now consider a second hypothesis: The German
child will learn wh-movement but with default Caseassignment which may be available from the outset.
Evidence for this would be a child that could produce
wh-questions without formally differentiating between
wh-words, that is, it would for example use was instead
of wo or vice versa; or a child that would use the same
wh-word for all kinds of questions. In effect, the
child would be able to abstract out a wh-feature from a
word, prior to the full identification of the rest of
its content. This would not be surprising, since
intonation provides a large clue to the presence of a
question morpheme.
Penner (1989) reports the presence of an abstract
question-marker at a very early stage for Swiss German. 4
In addition, we have some evidence that in fact there is
a point in development, apparently preceding the use of
overt (Case-marked) wh-forms, where German children do
in fact project a lexically undifferentiated wh-element
in the specC-position. A first type of evidence comes
from production data that have been observed by various
authors (Felix, 1980; Tracy et al., 1990; Weissenborn
1990), namely the use of wh-questions without a
lexically realized wh-operator, a construction that is
4 Plunkett (pc), Roeper (pc) report the same phenomenon in
English, even at later ages ("I'll see Mommy can do it" = whether
Mommy can do it).
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not available in adult German. This is illustrated by
the following examples taken from Felix (1980) (age of
the child: 31;00 months) :
(3)

macht du denn?
(what) are you doing?

(4)

geht die Mami denn?
(where) is mother going?

(5)

kommt der Pappi denn?
(when) does daddy come?

(6)

weiss nicht - ist die?
don't know (who) is she?

These questions which are clearly not intended to be
yes/no questions, may be analyzed as containing an
abstract, supposedly discourse-licensed, wh-operator in
clause-initial position. This is also indicated by
subject-verb inversion.
A second type of evidence comes from spontaneous
comprehension data that are contemporaneous to the
production data mentioned above. Felix (1980) observed
cases where the child correctly interpreted a whquestion as such but failed to comprehend the particular
meaning of the wh-word:
(7)

F: wo sucht denn die Mami liberall?
where is mother looking around?
Child: Salz
salt

(8)

F: sag mal, wie trinkst du denn deine Milch?
listen, how are you drinking your milk?
Child: hier
here

In (7) the child interprets a "where"-question as a
"what "-question, and in (8) a "how"-question as a
"where"-question. 5 (A third kind of evidence is the
well-known use of a generalized wo in relative clauses
by some children and in some dialects) .
5. H. Seymour (pc) reports that the phenomenon is well-known in
communication disorders, where mixing up wh-words is a common

diagnostic of language delay.
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If the assumption of the presence of an abstract
wh-operator in the child's grammar is correct, the child
does not have to master lexical variation and Caseassignment in wh-words in German before she projects whmovement. Using the default Case-assignment 6 option
thus leads to a prediction different from the preceding
one:
D)

(i)

German acquisition of wh-movement will be
identical to English.
(ii) Case-marking differences are irrelevant.

This reasoning provides an explicit learnability
hypothesis:
E)

Parametric decisions in different modules are
independent. 7

A default case representation allows the learning of
movement with a minimal contact point between the two
modules. Other hypotheses are possible, but these two
are representative. s

2.2 Wh-Chain Structure:
The kind of copying we found among English
children is a part of UG. In fact, adult German allows
it in tensed clauses 9 :
(9)

waSi hat er gesagt wiei er den Kuchen backen will
[whati did he say hOWi he will bake the cake]

Therefore we would predict that children would exhibit
this ability, perhaps earlier, or more prominently than
the English children do. On the other hand, the status
6. See Vainikka (1988) and Lebeaux (1988) for discussion of the
default concept in acquisition. See Pierce (1989) for an
interesting application of the concept.
7. See Matthews (1990) and Manzini & Wexler (1987) and Clark
(1990) for discussion of parametric independence.
8. There are other domains which suggest that wh-movement in
German is more complex: We find limited forms like "whereupon" in
English, but in German, they are productive with numerous
prepositions:
womit, wofur, wogegen, wozu
If these forms involve wh-movement to the head of a PP, they could
(a) complicate all wh-movement, or (b) simplify wh-movement by
revealing more contexts in which it can occur.
9. See van Riemsdijk (1983); von Stechow & Sternefeld (1988);
McDaniel (1989) for extensive discussion.
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of LD movement is controversial. LD movement occurs
from infinitives freely in German:
(10)

wemi hat er versprochen zu helfen ti?
[whOi did he promise to help til

However, it has been argued that it is blocked in tensed
clauses introduced by dass ("that") and from wh-islands.
Others have argued that extraction from "that"-clauses,
with the exception of wh-islands, is also possible for
adults (see Bayer 1990; Grewendorf 1988) .10 While the
extraction from "that"-clauses may be ungrammatical only
for speakers of Northern German dialects, extractions
from wh-islands are always ungrammatical in German
(Bayer 1990), even for argument extraction. This claim
predicts that German children, unlike English ones, will
not allow an LD-reading for the following sentence:
(11)

wen hat er gefragt, wie er helfen solI?
[whoi did he ask ti how to help ti )

Each of these differences could lead to a different
acquisition path for English and German. In addition,
these results would bear clearly upon the status of LDextraction in German for adults. If children readily
allow LD-extraction, then it is clearly prescriptivism
which prevents it from being recognized as part of the
grammar.
Although the parameters and triggers for these
structures are not fully worked out, de Villiers et al.
(1990) have argued for one broad parametric contrast:
F)

A.
B.

If there is copying, then no LD-movement.
If there is LD-movement, then no copying. l l

10. Prescriptivist versions of German grammar apparently rule it
out, which may affect some judgements.
11. Dutch is similar to German and provides a nice test case of
this contrast. It does not allow for copying, but extraction from
that-clauses is possible. Absence of copying is illustrated by:
(i)
*?wati zeggt hij wiei Jan gezien heeft
[whati did he say whOi John saw]
(ii)
*wiei zeggt hij wiei jan gezien hefft
[whoi did he say whOi John saw]
pilot work by verrips indicates, interestingly, that Dutch
children exhibit the same copying behavior as English children and
German children.
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This means, if English children allow copying, it may
reflect a stage where LD-movement is not allowed, as
they argued.
This hypothesis (F), however, requires that we
interpret LD-movement in infinitivals as not involving
a COMP node, in order to account for the grammaticality
of (10). Although there are many unresolved issues here
in the theoretical literature, this hypothesis is, in
fact, advanced in Frampton (1990). Bayer (1990) and
Trissler (1990) provides another account, involving
operators, for the absence of wh-expressions in
infinitivals.
A variety of other facts complicate extraction
(and deserve exploration in acquisition). For instance,
no medial wh-word is allowed in German infinitivals,
which fits the view that no CP is present:
(12)* Ich weiss nicht was zu tun
[I don't know what to do 1
In addition, the phenomenon known as Verb-projectionraising creates an environment which involves blocking
LD-movement:
(13)

wem hat Hans zu helfen bedauert?
[who did John to help regret 1

while (14) without raising allows LD-movement:
(14)

wem hat Hans bedauert zu helfen?
[who did John regret to help 1

Many hypotheses are possible, but it is difficult to
explore them prior to obtaining acquisition evidence.
Finally, an issue of instantiation arises. If it
is true that prescriptive grammar discourages the use of
LD-movement (from "that"-clauses), then it is plausible
that adults do not frequently allow extraction from
them, and therefore children hear them infrequently. If
we now assume that UG features may either appear
(15)

automatically without an adult model or

(16)

that they require adult instantiation

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol17/iss1/4
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then we would predict under (15) that LD-movement is
immediately present. Under (16) we would predict that
if input is required, the German children would exhibit
the ability after English-speaking children.
These variations and hypotheses reveal part of the
terrain that is relevant for future work. A wide
variety of interactions among them are conceivable. We
begin, however, with a strong hypothesis which renders
them irrelevant: the child is initially sensitive to
one unique trigger:
G)

Unique Trigger Hypothesis:
a) there is a unique trigger associated with LDmovement
b) the presence of any wh-word linked to an LDtrace establishes LD-movement.

If this is true, then the German child simply hears a
sentence like (17);
(17)

was hat er gesagt, dass er gerne essen will
[what did he say that he would like to eat]

(17) is sufficient to establish cyclic LD-movement. All
other features of wh-expressions are irrelevant to the
primary decision. The variations are a function of
subparameters which remain to be more carefully defined.
In particular, it is in principle possible for the
child to identify cyclic movement without even
identifying the wh-word involved. The evidence that
children in German begin to form questions with an
abstract wh-operator would fit this hypothesis. Once
again, the idea is that the child is able to identify a
syntactic rule prior to a full identification of the
lexical item that is associated with it. 12
A consequence of the Unique Trigger Hypothesis is
that we have to assume that once the unique trigger has
been identified, the parametric decision that has been
reached through it cannot be rescinded (Clahsen (1990»:
12. This would contradict one form of the lexical learning
hypothesis, namely that operations are learned in terms of
particular lexical items. In fact, what the children begin with
is just the feature +wh which serves to introduce a wide variety
of wh-expressions. In effect, then, they learn parts of the
syntax independent of lexical differentiation, but with respect to
a limited set of syntactic features associated with lexical items
(Lebeaux (1988».
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Corollary of the Unique Trigger Hypothesis:
the unique trigger makes all forms of variation
irrelevant to the acquisition of cyclic movement.

Obviously this claim has to be supplemented by a
mechanism that subsequently allows the child to acquire
the language particular constraints on LD wh-movement.
How this can be done has to be left open at this point.
What could one imagine as opposed to the Unique
Trigger Hypothesis? One alternative seems to be
excluded: namely that the unique trigger could function
as the exceptional environment in another language.
That is, a language should not exist where wh-in-situ
was the productive form and wh-movement was lexically
restricted. However, Bayer (1990) suggests that Bengali
has this form. This would necessitate some other
trigger to be present which reverses the
productive/exceptional relation we have outlined.
However this scenario would also complicate the theory
of parameters and triggers in ways we cannot now
address. It would also predict more variation in the
acquisition process: children might be unsure which
form was productive or, upon hearing a moved whelement, would not be able to conclude that it
represented a productive rule.
In sum, the evidence, then, from spontaneous
acquisition, that the acquisition of movement in German
does not depend upon a full lexical analysis of the whsystem, suggests that the comparison between a rich whsystem (German) and a lexically small wh-system
(English) may prove fruitful.

2.3 The V-2 and SAl Contrast
Our discussion thus far has left out of view the
major structural differences between English and German:
one is an SVO language while the other is an SOV
language in which verb-movement is involved in
declarative sentences, resulting in the well-known V2
phenomenon. Thus, in German, there is verb movement to
CP in the formation of declarative matrix clauses, while
in English there is none:
(18)

[cp Hans [c liebti IIp
Hans loves soup

Suppe ti 1

The verb moves to a position second to a topicalized
element that can be the subject or any other
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constituent. Thus the formation of simple sentences and
the formation of direct questions involves the same
structure in the sense that the wh-phrase occupies the
same position as the topicalized element in the
declarative sentence. 13
Consider now the effect on LD movement in German.
In the following German sentence only an LD
interpretation of the wh-word wie ("how") is possible,
because the verb kann in the lower clause must be in
second position to another element that in this case can
only be the trace of the initial wh-phrase:
(19)

Wiei hat er gesagt tx [ti kann sie trommeln til
[how did he say__ can she drum__ l

Suppose that an answer appropriate to the tx position is
logically available in the context of the story. In the
English version it can be taken, but not in the German
version because the verb must be second with respect to
another constituent in the CPo Therefore a trace must
be present and LD-movement is the only option. 14
The English translation of this sentence is in
fact grammatical, but with an entirely different
analysis: quotation. The sentence can be interpreted
if we assume that someone else's question is being
quoted. A quotation, of course, is a complete barrier
for extraction. To complete the paradigm, however, we
included cases of quotations in German. Those cases
involve V-2 with respect to a topicalized element
because, once again, they are simple declaratives. In
this case the interrogative wie must be associated with
the upper clause:
(20)

Wie hat er gesagt: "Sie kann trommeln"?
[How did he say: "she can drum"l

13. In Roeper (1972) it was shown that German children performed
V-2 with modals at the point when English children would not do
subject-auxiliary inversion, using otherwise identical
experimental materials. Thus subject-aux inversion is
demonstrably defined differently from V-2 movement. Recent work
shows that children have v-2 at the two-word stage (Weissenborn &
Verrips 1989; Weissenborn 1990; Verrips & Weissenborn 1990; Meisel
& Muller 1990; Tracy et al 1989, Roeper 1990). For other views of
the relevant structures, see de Haan (1987); Clahsen (1990) and
references therein.
14. See Weverink's discussion (this volumne). We disagree here,
slightly, with the judgements she uses.
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Now we are at the point where exact crosslinguistic comparison becomes possible. These cases,
under a non-quotation reading, are completely
grammatical LD-extraction domains in English. English
allows the "how-drum" reading as well as the "how-say"
reading. In other words, v-2 context in German produces
an obligatory extraction domain, while the parallel
sentence in English produces a quotation-barrier.
Conversely, a non-inverted LD-extraction sentence ("how
did he say she could drum") is equivalent to a quotation
sentence in German.
This paradigm allows us to examine, with minimal
pairs, exactly how the grammars differ between English
and German. Weverink (this volume) reports on our
English studies, together with pilot work on German,
Dutch and Black English. Our work is an extension of
her initial discussion.
There is evidence that very young German children
have the V-2 operation (see footnote 8). Therefore the
initial prediction would be:
I)
The distinction between quotation and nonquotation
will be correctly understood by both German and
English children:
1) German children will know that V-2 can only
occur with respect to a trace in:
Wiei hat er gesagt tx [ti kann sie trommeln til
[how did he say can she druml
2) English children will know that the subject-aux
inversion indicates quotation, since English is
not a V-2 language.
The argument for (2) is weaker than the German case
because we know that subject-aux inversion is not
acquired until fairly late by children.

3.1 French Comp and Quotation
Let us now consider the ways in which wh-questions
differ in French. Continuing with the discussion of
quotation as a barrier, notice that whereas English
allows the optional deletion of complementizers, the
deletion of complementizers in French signals quotation:

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol17/iss1/4
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(21)

Comment est-ce que Ie garcon a dit "La jeune fille
va jouer du tambour"
[How did the boy say the girl will play the drum]

(22)

Comment est-ce que Ie garcon a dit que la jeune
fille va jouer du tambour
[How did the boy say that the girl will play the
drum]

In English, as indicated, the presence or absence of
"that" does not signal quotation and therefore
extraction (from object) is equally possible from
embedded clauses that are or that are not introduced by
the complementizer "that". How can this be expressed
parametrically?
J)

Complementizers are obligatory unless there is
counter-evidence, namely sentences with COMP
deleted

K)

Quotation is equal to an NP, therefore no COMP is
necessary and no extraction is possible.

The logic behind the claim in (J) follows the subset
tradition: if the child assumed that a phonetic COMP
was optional, then no new evidence could show that it is
obligatory.
In sum, we have identified two different ways in
which to examine how the acquisition of French and
German subordination differ from English.

3.2 French wh-in-situ
A customary form of simple wh-questions in
colloquial French is to use the wh-in-situ expression:
(23)

il va ou?
[he goes where]

Under the assumption that the formal form with whmovement also occurs within earshot, i.e.
(24)

Ou va-t-il?
or

(25)

Ou il va?
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the French child will receive ambiguous input about a
fundamental linguistic parameter: wh-movement. Some
Asian languages like Chinese do not move questions
words, while Romance languages do:
L) wh-in-situ:
N) wh-movement:

wh-items not moved at S-structure
wh-items must move to COMP

This constrast leads to two possibilities:
A) The child is in limbo between parametric
options until disambiguating evidence arrives.
B) Any form of wh-movement immediately indicates
that a wh-movement language is present
a. non-moved forms are automatically defined as
exceptional. 15
The hypothesis (B) follows from the Unique Trigger
Hypothesis, namely that each parametric decision is
linked to a unique trigger. Presence of such a trigger,
once again, defines all incompatible counter-evidence as
exceptional.
In fact, in-situ wh-expressions do not occur in
subordinate clauses in French. 16 Thus the wh-in-situ
phenomenon is limited to main clauses where exceptional
forms are often found. 17
15. See Roeper & de Villiers (1991), also Valian (1990) for
discussion.
16. See Roeper & Weissenborn (1990) for discussion of the
potential role of subordinate clauses in acquisition.
17. In addition, we find amibiguities in input in German which
could lead to the same mistriggering: the indefinite etwas is
often reduced to was which is phonologically identical to the
question form:
(i)
Hanns hat was gesagt = Hanns said what
or Hanns said ~omething
The second reading is only possible if was receives focal stress,
which shows that it is not really equivalent to the question was.
Nonetheless, this ambiguity means that the child receives
contradictory evidence about a primary linguistic parameter:
a) wh-in-situ: wh-questions not moved at S-structure
b) wh-movement: wh-questions must move to COMP
Such sentences could suggest the following:
(ii)
German allows in situ wh-questions.
In fact, contexts in which an indefinite occurs are, quite often,
easily interpetated as question contexts.
If we hear "sagt er
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4.1 Experimentation:
We turn now to the experiments. The experiments
are identical to those described in the summary of our
work in English. There are a number of minor changes
which do not effect the results. Some of the French and
German pictures were altered in slight ways; the order
of sentences and the particular combination was not
identical in all of the experiments. In general, we
made a selection from the English sentences in terms of
which ones were most pertinent to our current hypotheses
and which ones were simplest and most successful. We
provide the full battery of sentences and results in the
appendix. We have not discussed all of the contrasts
included.
One factor deserves discussion: languageparticular lexical variation. It is well-known that the
"strength" and variety of subcategorization choices
varies from word to word. For instance, the verbs
"ask", "fragen" and "demander" are not pure translation
of each other. Thus the German and the English form
take an accusative whereas the French form takes a PP.
We included the German verb ("say") which takes a dative
and a PP ('ich sagte ihm/zu ihm'='I said to him'), like
"ask" in English. But "sagen" translates as "say" which
does not take a dative in English. Thus the verbs carry
the same properties but without perfect matches. These
differences could affect the preference for upper or
lower clause responses in various sentences. They had
the potential for undermining the results entirely: for
instance the choice of verb might force exclusively
upper clause readings for all of the German and French
sentences, even though other verbs which did not fit our
experiments might allow lower clause readings. We
simply tolerated this uncertainty as an experimental
liability, but in fact we see more similarity than
differences ~cross languages.

4.2 Subjects:
German:
French:

55 children, Ages: 3:06-6:11
42 children, Ages: 3:03-6:01

The children come from Dlisseldorf and Paris respectively
and speak standard dialects. The numbers indicate
percentages. They don't add up to 100% because
irrelevant answers are not included.
was" it would be just as natural to get the meaning: "did he say
something" or "he said what".
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4.3 Results:
The first results to examine are those in
sentences (24) and (25):
(24)

wem hat der Polizist versprochen ~
Bescheid zu sagen ~
[who did the policeman promise __ to inform ___ ?J

(25)

Wie sagte der Polizist 2]111, da der Mann das
Portmonaie gestohlen hat ~?
[how did the policeman say
the man stole the
purse
?J
---

(26)

Comment est-ce que Ie clown a dit ~ avoir
rattrape
Ie ballon .6..3.?
[how did the clown say
to have caught the
balloon __ ?J

(27)

Quand est-ce que Ie garcon a dit A1?
qu'il s'est fait mal ~?
[when did the boy say
that he hurt himself __?J

These results 18 show immediately, that despite
translation, different experimenters, and two important
differences in grammar, children allowed both LDmovement and short movement readily. The two
differences, once again, are 1) the fact that
infinitives do not allow wh-movement in the medial COMP
in German (*wie zu singen [how to singJ) where they are
perfectly grammatical in English , and German and French
do not allow COMP (dass/que) deletion where it is
commonplace in English.
Now consider those sentences which are blocked by
barrier theory: an intervening wh-word blocks
extraction of an adjunct:
(28)

Wie fragte Bibo
[how asked Bibo

~

wen er malen solI 2?
who he should paint __ ?J

18. The slashed category indicates that the wie ("how") was
systematically mistaken for wem ("whom"). This is an example of
how children may generalize across wh-expressions. See extensive
discussion of the systematic interpretation of "how" as "why" in
English and other languages.
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There is virtually no LD-movement allowed in (2B). We
find essentially the same pattern in French:
(29)

Comment est-ce que Ie canard demande ~ qui il
peut appeler telephone ~
[how does the duck ask
who he can call __ ?]

With the adjunct comment, in the adjunct-over-adjunct
environments, we get the following:
(30)

Ou est-ce que la maman raconte AI
comment Ie petit garcon a fait du cheval ~?
[where does the mother tell
how the little boy
had been riding __ ?]

Clearly the LD reading for the wh-adjunct is being
blocked by the wh-island.

4.4 Adjunct-argument differences
As mentioned above, German speakers may disagree
about LD movement from tensed clauses, but they are in
agreement about the strong constraint on extraction from
wh-islands. In English and French, arguments can
extract from wh-islands because of the lexical licensing
they receive from the verb, but in German the argument
cannot extract from a wh-island (Bayer, 1990).
Inspection of the data in the appendix and the data
reported in de Villiers & Roeper (this volume) reveals
that children's grammar in all three languages permits
extraction of an argument question over an adjunct
medial:
(31)

Argument-adjunct
English:Who did the boy ask

~

how to help

~?

French:A qui Ie canard demande ~ comment il
peut donner un coup de main 21?
[who does the duck ask how he can help?]
German:Wen fragt Bibo ~, wie er malen solI
[who does Bibo ask
how he should
paint __ ?]

~?

Here we have strong evidence of an identical initial
assumption about the difference in extractability of
arguments and adjuncts despite differences in the adult
language. Future work must determine the point at which
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the constraint against extraction begins to operate for
German speakers.

4.5 "Copying" Effects:
We turn now to the presence of 'copying' effects.
Once we found such effects in English we sought to
explore them systematically in our experiments in
English, French, and German. We did this by including
precisely these sentences, sentences with a repeated whword (see de Villiers et all:
(32)a. how did you say how to ride a bike?
b. Quand est-ce que Ie chien a dit ~ quand son
os a disparu .25.?
[when did the dog say
when his bone
disappeared?]
-(33)

Wen hat die Lehrerin gefragt 52,
wen sie zeichnen solI .25.?
[who did the teacher ask _

who she should draw _?]

In principle, and for some speakers, a sentence like
(32) can refer only to "how-say" and not "how-ride" but
many adult speakers will in fact accept both. The
children clearly do not treat the second wh-word as
forcing an upper clause interpretation: at least
one/third provide a downstairs reading for (32) and
(33). This is consistent with the view that they treat
the medial wh-expression as a copy and parallels the
English results.
In
McDaniel
movement
("what")
which we
(34)

her extensive discussion of German and Romani,
(1989) differentiates "copying" from partial
which is marked by a scope marker, like was
and which also occurs explicitly in German and
included in our experiments:

Was sagt der Junge 2 wem das Madchen he1fen kann
1..6.?
[what said the boy ___ who the girl can help __ ?]

The children clearly allowed the "what" to be
interpreted as equal to "whom" in their answers.
We have linked copying and partial movement
together because both involve a long-distance chain:
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whi •••......•••.. whi .....•.•.•.•. ti

The difference comes about only if children give a
different interpretation in those sentences where the
wh-words are identical as compared to those where they
are not:
(36)

what ........••.... where •••.••.•.. t
where ....•••.•.... where. . • . . .. .. t

Our results so far show no difference and we believe
that this reflects an important stage at which children
are able to extract a +wh- feature from a variety of Knwords, so that they serve as scope markers, as we
discuss below.19 At some point, this ability will be
restricted and a scope marker may have an interpretation
distinct from a copied wh-. At this point, we observe a
property common to the chains involved: only a single
trace is involved. 20
The second link in the chain is
between phonetically explicit wh-words.
We have argued elsewhere that copying reflects a
parametric option in which no Long-Distance movement is
possible. We consider three explanations. 21 One
possibility is that sentence-internal movement occurs
and the long-distance connection is accomplished by
pronominal co-indexing. This analysis may hold for
younger children (see Perez-Leroux, (this volume) and
operate as a default (see Roeper et al. 1985). However
we have assembled evidence which indicates that the
copying analysis obeys barrier chain conditions, which
does not hold for wh-binding of small pro. We examined
sentences with relative clause like the following:
(37)
HOWL did [NP the boy wh03 sneezed
11 drink the
milk .....--2'
4 yrs 0% = who, 0% = how-sneezed, 94% = how-drink
19. We have also found (see also Thornton (1990) productive uses
of scope markers in chi1ren's language: "what did she say what it
is".
Perez-Leroux (this vo1umne) suggests an interesting
interpretive difference for wh-expressions with bound variables.
20. See Weinberg (1990) for an interesting discussion of embedded
parametric options for successive cyclicity. The argument that a
limitation to single-clause movement involves "counting" is

entailed neither by our analysis nor hers. It follows simply from
the absence of successive-cyclicity.
21. See Roeper (1990) for discussion of the use of a conjunctive
ECP and spec-head agreement proposed by Thornton (1990), which may
be an additional factor involved.
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We found that zero answers corresponded to a copy with
"who" (3) or came from the embedded adjunct position
(1). Thus the children did not allow copying into an
island but rather exhibited copying only where a
successive-cyclic CP was present (as illustrated above).
This constraint is operative in the adult languages
which allow copying as well, such as German:
(38)

*Was hat er [NP die Meinung vertreten wen Hanns
gesehen hat ]
*[what did he express the opinion who Hanns had
seen]

The second possibility, nicely articulated by Weinberg
(1990), is that successive-cyclicity is possible, but
not "long movement" or "wh-island violations" which
means movement over another wh-word. Therefore copying
is a default interpretive device to avoid such a
parametrically marked operation. We think this is an
important theoretical possibility which emerges from
this work. One must note however that the data are now
being used as a clue to an earlier unwitnessed stage (a
default, see later) rather than an assertion about the
current grammar of the children, since the children in
question also sometimes exhibit long movement of
arguments over adjuncts.
A third possibility is that there is another
parametric choice: + or - CPo Until the child fixes
the language as obligatory +CP, it must mark the medial
COMP explicitly in chain-formation or it will be treated
as optionally absent (see Bayer, 1990). Copying as a
general parametric marker is explored in Roeper (this
volume). We will not explore these options further, but
simply conclude that the parametric decision-making in
the acquisition of successive cyclicity is reflected in
copying. The child possesses knowledge of a wh-chain,
connecting two CP's under barrier-restrictions, but the
empty-category representation of the medial COMP is
(putatively) rejected at one decision point in
acquisition.
We turn now to one respect in which the child
grammar deviates from the adult grammar. It appears
that the initial scope-marker wh-word is not limited in
English or other languages to a neutral "what". There
are two ways to approach this fact. The first way is to
argue that children simply "confuse" wh-words. There is
ample evidence in favor of this observation. 1) we and
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others have shown that "how" and "why" can be treated as
interchangeable, 2) the evidence that children will
overgeneralize wo ("where") in German, 3) confusion of
"what" and "who" in English, 4) finally evidence from
German that wie ("how") and wem ("whom") are confused,
and comment/quand and a qui in French emerges in these
results:
(39)a. wie sagt der Clown 1L2Q wen er malen solI 2?
[how said the clown
who he should paint?]
b. Quand est-ce que Ie garcon a dit 22Ll2 qu'il
s'est fait mal ~
[when did the boy say
that he hurt himself __ ?]
The number after the slash indicates the number of "to
whom" answers given.
The observation that 'confusion' occurs however
understates what may be an important ingredient in the
acquisition process. If the acquisition mechanism is
modular, then it is seeking elements which have a whfeature. The wh-feature can then trigger the move-alpha
module. In some languages, for example German, the whfeature is lexically linked with an unusually complex
array of particular features noted above. If the
analysis of wh-movement depends upon a full lexical
analysis of wh-words, then it would be seriously
delayed. If the child can perform an abstraction:
(40)a. how = wh+ ?lexical information
(i.e. unspecified)
then the [unspecified] component can undergo further
analysis while the wh-feature is operative. The effect
of this analysis then, is that, for instance, the movealpha module can undergo analysis parallel to a Casemarking module or another module which fixes lexical
features. This then would be a particular feature of a
lexical-learning module which allows, in effect, the
non-lexical material to be abstracted. The impact of
this operation is to increase the efficiency of
acquisition in a dramatic way. This abstraction
property, though clearly definable within UG, has a
special role to play in the acquisition process. This
model thus rejoins our analysis of the early wh-less
interrogatives in German discussed above and receives
support from it.
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4.6 Quotation
We turn now to the results on the interaction of
wh-movement and quotation barriers. As discussed above,
the issue turns on how inversion is analyzed in English
and German, and how COMP-deletion is analyzed in English
and French.
The results are straightforward for all three
languages. In each instance children allowed extraction
from all structures that did not have a barrier wh-word.
The effect of V-2 on English (as reported in Wever ink,
this volume) did not prevent extraction:
(41)

how did the boy say "can she play the drums"?

(42)

how did the boy say she can play the drums?

(43)

Wie sagt der Junge .lUl.5. "Das Miidchen kann
trommeln ~"?
[how did the boy say __ she can play the drums --?l
wann sagte der Junge ~ war er vom Baum
runtergefallen ~?
[when said the boy __ did he fall from the tree__ ?l

(44)

The presence of inversion or non-inversion has virtually
no impact on extractability. The same holds for French
with respect to COMP-deletion.
(45)

Comment est-ce que Ie garcon a dit .3.fi.L2..3. "La jeune
fille va jouer du tambour TI"?
[how did the boy say
"the girl can play the
drums __ " ? 1

(46) Quand est-ce que Ie garcon a dit

21Ll1 qu'il s'est

fait mal 1.6.?
[when did the boy say ___ that he hurt himself __ ?l
There is simply no effect of quotation-barriers in
either German or French.

5.1 Default Theory
We have arrived at a paradoxical result. Children
show clear and strong knowledge of wh-barriers which are
in fact subject to a fair amount of parametric
variation, but they do not respect the absolute barrier
of quotation. The conventional theory of acquisition
would predict quite the opposite: uncertainty in
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parametric domains, and no deviation from adult grammar
in domains where UG absolutely excludes extraction.
The answer to this paradox must lie, however, in
the fact that the domains which define quotation differ
from language to language. We must look to the fact
that the quotation domain in English (subject-aux
inversion) is identical to a V-2 structure in German
where long-distance extraction is obligatory. And it
must be the fact that COMP-deletion in English does not
signal quotation which must bear upon the ability of
French children to extract from quotation. Then it is
possible to argue that there is parametric variation in
the structures used to express quotation
crosslinguistically.
However, it would surely be absurd to argue that:
German children are speaking English, English children
are speaking German, and French children are speaking
English. In fact, there is little evidence that they
produce structures of this kind, though even diary
studies may not be sensitive enough to detect them. We
must adopt a more sophisticated model of the developing
grammar to accommodate these facts. We will suggest a
perspective on these results, but it should be regarded
as tentative until we can assemble more evidence.
First let us assume that there is a set of default
structures, as proposed by Lebeaux (1988). The notion
of default resembles the earlier concept of the unmarked
case. It is distinguished by the idea that a child may
return to the default structure when confronted with new
evidence.
Second we assume that default structures may in
fact refer to rejected parametric options. Rejected
options, like pro-drop, are often represented as lexical
exceptions as with "seem" in English ("seems like a nice
day").
Now consider the following three options which we
discuss in turn:
(48)a.Unmarked word order: SVO structure
b. Unmarked verb-raising: V-2 = => [cp [CVi [IPSubj [vpti
c.Unmarked complementizer: COMP = 0
Assume that the child has access to each of these
unmarked structures, no matter what his grammar appears
to be like. Then each of the sentences above would have
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an analysis in which there is an open Spec of C position
through which cyclic movement could operate:
(49)a'.SVO: Wiei hat er gesagt [cpti [[rpDas Madchen
[rkann [vptrommeln till?
b'.v-2: HOWi did he say [CPti [ccanj [rpthe girl [rtj
[vpdrum till?
c'.COMP-O: Commenti est-ce que Ie garcon a dit
[cp ti [rpla jeune fille va jouer du tambour till?
What independent evidence exists for these default
interpretations and what does default status entail?
1) SVO: The idea that SVO is a default structure
fits the observation that SVO structure is the most
common among languages in the world. In current
terminology, it means the IP precedes the object rather
than following the object. Weissenborn (1990) presents
a number of arguments in behalf of the view that
children perform V2 operations and, moreover, that the
landing site is the CP and not IP. However, the
earliest data in his corpora also point to the presence
of a medial IP.
(See also Plunkett (this volume) for
arguments that CP is immediately available.) All of
this evidence, therefore, is compatible with the notion
that a default structure is available. 22
Two pieces of evidence argue that the
which is equivalent to a medial IP grammar,
status of a default. First, adult speakers
find a difference between the following two
ungrammatical sentences (which we intend to
acquisition):
(50)

SVO grammar,
has the
of German
explore in

a. *Wie hat er gesagt, Wein trink~er?
[Howi did he say wine drinks he til?
b.??Wie hat er gesagt er trink6wein?
[Howi did he say he drinks wine til?

These should be identical under the analysis that all V2 forms must occupy the C of the CP node. If adults
have access to a default form of SVO, then they could
project an empty CP through which the wh-word could pass
There is L2 evidence which points in this direction as well.
Research by Clahsen & Muysken (1984) on Turkish immigrants, whose
langauge is SOV, continue to use SVO as a default strategy
preferably. J. Meisel (pc) informs us that Turkish L2 learners
allow significant overgeneralization of SVO to subordinate
clauses, while this virtually never occurs for Ll learners.
22.
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for (SOb) but not (50a). The fact that both sentences
are ungrammatical points to the origin of the difference
in their relation to 'default' structures. That is, the
default is activated only when forced.
It could be argued from an acquisition perspective
that German children should be observed to produce SVO,
rather than SOV, if it is a default. But a default
could work primarily as a comprehension strategy for
unknown sentences, rather than a production strategy.
2) V-2: The V-2 operation is widely regarded as
the default verb-movement operation (Rizzi (1990». A
relic of it exists in English subject-auxiliary
inversion. The persistence of lexically limited but
archaic forms like "there goes the man" is consistent
with this view.
3) The deletability of COMPo This proposal is not
commonly proposed. It is not unnatural from the
perspective of acquisition where, we know, children must
delete the COMP node from their input during the stage
where they hear sentences like "I said that Bill is
here" but say only "I said Bill is here". 23 This is true
for German where COMP is commonly deleted by children
although it is obligatory in the adult language. The
fact that the French children allow extraction through
the COMP site suggests that it is truly deleted in the
grammar as well as the phonology.

5.1 Grammar Restriction
How does the child escape from the 'pre-final
acquisition state', to use terms adapted from Chomsky
(1976), which allows certain readings that are excluded
in the adult grammar?
We sketch here one speculative avenue.

Suppose

that:
(52)

there is an open projection between S-structure
and LF in the child's grammar for a period of time.

LF is construed as a connection between syntax and a
real world interpretation. The notion 'open projection'
means that a particular semantic interpretation, in this
instance, illocutionary force, is not uniquely linked to

23. No research has been done on cases where it is truly
obligatory in English
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a particular syntactic structure. 24 This has been
suggested by Weverink (1989) and Schaeffer (1990), based
on work by Weerman (1989), who observe that infinitival
structures in Dutch may be used as either declaratives
or imperatives by children although they are used
exclusively as imperatives by adults. 25
At some point, the uniqueness principle will
apply, guaranteeing that in the unmarked case one
structure is linked with one form of illocutionary
force. Obviously, the notion of an 'open projection' is
programmatic and problematic in the sense that it will
have to be constrained.
(53)

S-structure
inversion

=========>

Logical Form
Question

(54)

S-structure
O-COMP

=========>

Logical Form
Quotation

Children seem to begin with the assumption of
subordination and not quotation. They can be heard to
say "Mommy said I could do it". If the "I" were in a
quotation, it would mean that Mommy could do it. No one
reports hearing a child say "Mommy said "you could do
it" to mean that he, the child, could do it. This would
be quite startling if true. But if the child were using
~say" with quotation, then this is what we would expect.
Therefore we seem to be right in saying that the child
begins with subordination and must learn to recognize
quotation.
24. The facts, as usual, are more complex. It is possible in
English to use inversion for emphasis as in:
(i) Can he ever play baseball!
But this usage is not allowed in subordinate clauses:
(i) *I discovered can he ever play baseball
(ii) I discovered he can play baseball ever so well.
Such usage is fairly rare and exceptional, but it indicates that
the inversion structure is not absolutely linked to a single kind
of illocutionary force. This is then, an exceptional use of an
entire 'structure', much like idiomatic structures that have

sov

order: ~one good salad does not a chef make".
25. This does not hold for German whre an utterance like ~hande
waschen" can be used for indicative environments by both children
and adults:
(i) Speaker A: was hast Du vor?
[what do you plan to dol
Speaker B: Hande waschen
[washing hands]
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This conclusion is arrived at similarly in French.
It is the fact that complementizers are non-deletable in
French subordination, coupled with the fact that
quotation can refer to anything, which leads to the
conclusion that absence of COMP=quotation. The problem,
then, is to determine that complementizers are nondeletable. If the child cannot initially identify
quotation, then it may appear that complementizers are
deletable. Therefore the child must, at a certain
moment, recognize quotation and link no COMP to
quotation, obeying uniqueness, which in turn allows the
grammar to retain the notion of obligatory COMP for
subordination.
5~ Conclus~n

Our preliminary cross-linguistic work has led to a
certain number of interesting findings. Variations in
vocabulary, culture, experimenter, environment, and
presentation have led to no detectable distortion of
results. We found surprising precision in the
uniformity of cross-linguistic results: wh-barriers
were obeyed, while parametric variations in verbmovement and complementizer deletion seem to be
responsible for the fact that the English, German, and
French children do allow extraction from domains where
it is excluded in the adult language. This in turn led
us to a series of hypotheses about the default relations
between parameters, the projection between S-structure
and LF, the nature of chains in children's grammars.
In addition, in terms of acquisition theory, a
vision of modular acquisition device has begun to take
shape. The diversity of wh-forms in French and German
did not delay the acquisition of cyclic rules. This
lead us to articulate a basic principle of modular
acquisition: the unique trigger hypothesis. This in
turn, requires that the child be able to abstract
features of wh-expressions so that several modules can
be acquired in parallel. In other words, we are
beginning to give substance to a model in which the
child avoids potentially ambiguous data.
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APPENDIX
A. German (N=55, ages: 3;06-6;11)
+/- I LD possible/impossible for adults; a/o:
optional/obligatory;
bu/bd = bias upper clause/ lower clause.
Number after slash / = wem interpretation

LD

1.
argument
0
Wem hat det Polizist versprochen ~ Bescheid zu sagen
(a+bd)
[who did the policeman promise __ to inform __1
2.
adjunct
0
Wie hat der Papa gesagt
[how did the daddy say

den Pudding anzurrhren
to stir the pudding __ 1

~

~

~

3.
argument - adjunct
Wen fragt Bibo AA, wie er malen soIl 1Q
[who does Eibo ask
how to paint __ 1
4.
adjunct - argument
Wie fragt Eibo ~ wen er malen soIl 2
[how did Eibo ask
who to paint

5.
argument - argument
Wem hat die Krankenschwester gezeigt ~, was sie
verbinden kann~? (-)
[who did the nurse show
what she can bandage ___ 1

6.
adjunct - adjunct
wie sagte der Clown 112Q wann er den Ball gefangen
hatU? (-)
[how did the clown say ____ when he caught the ballon__ l
7.

argument - comp (ob, dass)

Wern hat das Madchen gesagt

~

dass sie zugucken will

~

(a-)

[who did the girl say _____ that she wants to watch ___ 1
8.
adjunct - comp (dass)
Wie sagte der Polizist 2aLl1 dass der Mann das
Portemonaie gestohlen hat jQ ? (a+)
[how did the policeman say _____that the man stole the purse]

9.

I

copy I

-

argument

Wen hat die Lehrerin gefragt

~

wen sie zeichnen soIl

~(-)

[who did the teacher ask _____ who to draw ____ 1
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~ was es geklaut hat ~ (0+)
[what did the girl say _____ what she had stolen _____ 1

Was hat das Madchen gesagt

10 .
' copy' - adjunct
wie fragt der Bibo ~ wie er streiche1n soIl
[how does Bibo ask
how to caress ____ 1
Wann sagte der

Hund~,

(-I)

~

wann sein Knochen verschwunden war

~

(+)

[when did the dog say ____ when his bone disappeared __ 1
11.
scope marker was - argument
Was sagt der Junge2- wem das Madchen helfen kann 2a (0+)
[what does the boy say _____ who the girl can help ____ 1
12.
scope marker was - adjunct
Was sagt der k1eine Junge ~ wie er der Oma zum
Geburtstag gratu1ieren will 2a (0+)
[what does the little boy say ____ how he wants to
congratulate grandma ----L
13.

argument -

inversion

Wem sagt die Mutter~, kann sie nicht mehr zuhoren~? (0+)
[who does the mother say _ _ can-she no longer listen to _1

14.

adjunct -

Wann sagte der Junge

inversion
~,

war er vorn Baum runtergefallen

~

(0+)

[when did the boy say __ had-he fallen from the tree __ 1
15.
argument - quotation
Wem sagt der grosse Bruder t l "Der Hund soIl
saubermachen helfen .ll.!" (-)
[who does the big brother say
"The dog shall help
cleaning ____ "1

16.

adjunct -

quotation

Wie sagt der Junge l..9.ill "Das Madchen kann trornrneln" .5.L? (-I)
[how does the boy say _ _ "The girl can beat the drum _ "

B French (N=42; ages· 3;03-6;01)
+1-: LD possible/impossible; a/o: LD optional/obligatory
bu/bd: bias upper clause/ lower clause.
Number with slash = a qui
1.
argument - 0
A qui est-ce que la petite fille dit ~ avoir vol- des
bonbons 2fi-(a+)
[who does the little girl tell ____ to have stolen
sweets ____ 1
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2•
adjunct - 0
Comment est-ce que Ie clown a dit 21111 avoir rattrape
Ie ballon ~ (a+)
[how did the clown say ___ to have caught the ballon __ 1

3•
argument - adjunct
A qui Ie canard demande ~ comment il peut donner un
coup de main 21.
[who does the duck ask ____ how he can help ____1
4•
adjunct - argument
Comment est-ce que le canard demande

~

qui il peut appeler

~

[how does the duck ask ____ who he can call ____ 1
5.
adjunct - adjunct
Qu' est-ce que la maman raconte 2lL2Q comment Ie petit
garcon a fait du cheval ~
[where did the mother tell

6.

argument -

comp

how the little boy rode a horse___ l
(que)

A qui est-ce quele policier promet

~

qu'il va telephoner

~(a+)

[who does the policeman promise __ that he will call __ 1
7.
adjunct - comp (que)
Quand est-ce que Ie garcon a dit 21Ll1 qu'il s'est fait
mal .3.6. (a+)
[when did the boy say ____ that he hurt himself ____ 1

8•
argument - argument
A qui Ie pompier dit .3.6. qui iI va donner du lait

~ (0+)
[who did the fireman say _ _ whom he will give ___ some milkl

9.

adjunct -

adjunct

(' copy' )

Quand est-ce que le chien a dit ~ quand son os a disparu ~ (0+)
[when did the dog say ___ when his bone has disappeared _l

10.
adjunct - quotation
Comment est-ce que Ie garcon a dit
va jouer du tambour J2
[how did the boy say _

~

La jeune fille

"The young girl will beat the drum ___"l

11.
adjunct - adjunct (in situ)
Comment la maman dit 12 que Ie bebe joue comment ]A (-?)
[how does mummy say ___ that the baby plays how ___ ?l

12.

0 -

argument

(in situ)

L'infirmiere dit 12 de faire un pansement a qui 2i-(a+bd)

[the nurse says ___ to make a bandage to whom ___ 1
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13.
0 - adjunct (in situ)
Le grand frere a dit ~ que Ie chien doit nettoyer la
Table comment ~ (0+)
[big brother has said ___ that the dog has to clean the
table how ___ ?]
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